Press release
Features of the Arteon
Striking designs and genuine Volkswagen quality alloy wheels
from the accessories range

Dreieich, June 2017. The new Arteon is positioning itself as bold
and avant-garde with an extremely emotive outline. These
attributes of the new Gran Turismo can be further accentuated
with the expressively designed alloy wheels from Volkswagen
Zubehör. However, as the Arteon is also a spacious yet extremely
practical fastback, the accessory range also includes practical
accessory solutions for transport in and on the vehicle, as well as
for comfort and value retention.

19 inch Montevideo alloy wheels

load sill protection

There are four alloy wheel designs to choose from for the Arteon. The 20
inch "Rosario” alloy wheels and 19 inch “Montevideo“ alloy wheels
underline the bold dynamics of the new Arteon. The “Rosario” wheels, matt
painted in Dark Graphite, simply draw attention to themselves with their
turbine-shaped spoke design. With a burnished black finish, “Montevideo”

relies on an unusual spoke design, the unique feature of which is their
aerodynamic design, which creates minimal air turbulence in the wheel
housing.

The proven “Sebring“ 18 inch alloy wheel in Galvano Grey Metallic, which
has a 5-double spoke design, is also available for anyone who prefers to
have a smaller wheel size on their Arteon. 17 inch “Merano” alloy wheels in
Brilliant Silver are distinguished by their striking 10-spoke design and have
been specially developed for use in winter conditions. All alloy wheels have
been tested according to the strict specifications of the Volkswagen Group,
guaranteeing a high degree of safety and functionality.
Naturally Arteon drivers can also obtain useful products included in the
Volkswagen Accessories range to help retain the value of their vehicle, such
as all-weather mats, mudflaps, luggage compartment solutions, load sill
protection and much more to help them cope with the challenges of
everyday driving. Volkswagen dealerships will be happy to provide
information on the entire accessories range for the Arteon.
Volkswagen Zubehör GmbH – About us
As a subsidiary of Volkswagen AG, Volkswagen Zubehör GmbH develops and
markets vehicle accessories for passenger car and commercial vehicle
models of Volkswagen worldwide. The scope of the product range
comprises more than 8,000 accessory products in the categories Sport &
Design, Complete Wheels & Alloy Wheels, Communication, Transport,
Comfort & Protection as well as Lifestyle. The company today employs more
than 250 people. The main office of Volkswagen Zubehör GmbH is in
Dreieich near Frankfurt am Main in Germany.
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